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About This Game

Developed by id Software, the studio that pioneered the first-person shooter genre and modern VR, DOOM® VFR brings the
fast-paced, brutal gameplay fans of the series love to virtual reality. Immerse yourself in the UAC facility on Mars and the
depths of Hell, as your skills are put to the test through intense combat and challenging puzzle-solving. Play as a cybernetic

survivor who is activated by the UAC to fight the demon invasion, maintain order, and prevent catastrophic failure at the Mars
facility. Lay waste to an army of demonic foes as you explore and interact with the outlandish world of DOOM from an entirely

new perspective.

STORY:

Set shortly after the demonic invasion on the UAC’s Martian research facility, you are the last known human survivor – until
your death. Under a top-secret UAC operational contingency protocol, your consciousness is transferred to an artificial brain
matrix. Your designated purpose: restore operational stability and use any means necessary to stop the onslaught of demons.

KEY FEATURES:

Experience DOOM combat and its iconic weapons and demons from an entirely new perspective

Physically interact with the DOOM universe as you seamlessly traverse across the UAC facility and Hell using
teleportation and jet-strafe movement
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Explore all-new UAC Martian research facility areas and discover the unique abilities of a cybernetic UAC security
operative
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Title: DOOM VFR
Genre: Action
Developer:
id Software
Publisher:
Bethesda Softworks
Release Date: 30 Nov, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7/8.1/10 (64-bit versions)

Processor: CPU: Intel Core i5-4590 or AMD FX 8350 or better

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: Nvidia GeForce GTX 1070 / AMD Radeon RX 480 or better

Storage: 17 GB available space

English,French,Italian,German,Japanese,Polish,Russian,Traditional Chinese
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t could hardly get 5, and some critics rated it more than 75\/100, I'm shocked. It was OK when it just came out because there
was no comparison or nearly no comparison. Now it's just non-user-friendly VR-game unlike the Skyrim or Fallout VR. The
main problem that distracts you from playing it is bad controls, absolutely awful controls. 4\/10 thanks to "meat" during the
action and shooting and the range of weapons.. I got it to run with no problem but my rift controllers do not work with game
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